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INTRODUCTION 
Probability distributions on compact groups were investigated a long time 
ago by Ito and Kawada [I]. In recent years probability distributions on 
abstract compact semigroups have attracted a good deal of attention. The 
author proposes to investigate some of the questions concerning such distri- 
butions, in this paper. 
The problem, however, turns out to be terribly complex unless one restricts 
the nature of the semigroup. We shall adhere to current notation and termi- 
nology (cf. A. D. Wallace [2] and others [3-5]), and use the results contained 
in these references, often without explicitly citing them. 
Throughout this paper it will be assumed that S is a compact semigroup. For 
some of the problems we shall restrict S to be compact and simple [5], for 
some other problems we shall further restrict 5’ to have at most an enumerable 
number of idempotents, while for still other problems we shall even further 
restrict S to be left simple with only a finite number of idempotents. 
In Section I we shall consider the problem of distinguishing between various 
probability distributions on a compact simple semigroup with at most an 
enumerable number of idempotents. We shall prove the analogues of some 
of the classical theorems in probability theory (cf. [6]). Corresponding results 
for a compact group were proved by Ito and Kawada [l]. 
In Section II we prove an analogue of one of the limit theorems of Ito and 
Kawada (Theorem 8 of [I]). Here we shall restrict S to be compact and left 
simple with only a finite number of idempotents. In the case of aJinite simple 
semigroup a similar result has been proved by M. Rosenblatt (oral remarks). 
His proof, however, is baaed on the theory of finite Markov chains, whereas, 
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in the present paper, the proof of the corresponding theorem is based on the 
Peter-Weyl Theorem. 
In the last section (Section III) we shall investigate the problem of deter- 
mining the nature of an idempotent measure on a compact simple semigroup. 
Theorem 1 of this section is already known and a probabilistic proof is about 
to appear in print (elsewhere). However this result seems to be of sufficient 
importance to warrant more than one proof, and hence I have thought it fit 
to insert two nonprobabilistic proofs here. Besides, the technique used in 
Theorem III.1 is also used in the subsequent theorems which assert that on a 
compact simple semigroup S with at most an enumerable number of idem- 
potents, any idempotent regular Bore1 probability measure with spectrum 
the whole semigroup S is Haar measure on each of the groups G, which 
constitute S, and conversely, any regular Bore1 probability measure with 
spectrum the whole semigroup S, reducing to Haar measure on each group G,, 
is idempotent. 
SECTION I 
In this section we shall assume that S is compact and simple with at most 
an enumerable number of idempotents. In this case it is known that S is the 
disjoint union of compact groups G np = else, (ed , e, being idempotents in S), 
which are isomorphic to one another. However, in this section we do not 
utilize these isomorphisms. Let these groups be enumerated as G, , G, , *.., 
say (in any arbitrary manner; but we then keep this enumeration fixed 
throughout this section). 
We shall introduce the notation of characteristic matrices, following Ito 
and Kawada. Let D:“, z$‘, D:“, *a. be the at most enumerably infinite 
sequence of mutually inequivalent irreducible continuous unitary matrix 
representations of the group Gi , i = 1, 2, -** . So ‘Dy) is a homomorphism 
D!T) : s * Of’(s) = ((d;;(s))), z s E Gi; 
of Gi into a group of unitary matrices. The degree of al” shall be denoted by 
IZ,.~ . D,(i’) shall always mean the principal representation of Gi , viz. 
a!@ 2 :s+l, s E G<; i = 1, 2, ... 
D?‘(s) is a unitary matrix; hence 
] d$‘(s) ) < 1. 
We shall consider Bore1 probability measures (or Bore1 probability distribu- 
tions) p on S which are regular, i.e., regular measures p on the Bore1 field 
W(S) generated by the open sets of S, such that p(S) = 1. By a uniform 
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distribution m, on S is meant a probability distribution which is Haar measure 
on each group G, . Since the functions d:>‘(s) are all continuous on S, we 
can define 
D:T’(~) = ( 4$“(P))) = ((j,, &,7’(s) 4%))) I 
= s D:T) (4 @i(s), r=O,l,2;* Gi 
where pi is the restriction of p to Gi . The matrices 
0 
c”‘(p) = D?(P,) 1 9 Y = 0, 1, 2, *a*, 
. . . 
where the entries shown are block entries along the main diagonal, will be 
called the characteristic matrices of the probability distribution p on S. For the 
principal representation 3(O), we have 
D”‘(p) tt=f z D:” (Pi) = 1 
2 
for any probability distribution p on S. Further 
and for a uniform distribution m, on S we have 
D”‘(m,) zf z D?’ (%i) 
2 
z 0 r = 1,2, ... 
since for each i, Dr’(ms,i) = 0 for Haar measure ms,i on Gi (cf. [I]). 
The next theorems l-4 follow immediately from the corresponding theo- 
rems of Ito and Kawada. 
THEOREM 1. Two probability distributions p, and p, on S are identical if 
and only if 
D:“(P,,~) = Djr’(~,,i)> I 
i= 1,2, a=+ 
r=0,1,2;**. 
If p, and p, are two probability distributions on S their convolution is 
defined as follows. Given any continuous function f on S, the double integral 
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Ssxsf@Y) dP(x) dP(Y) cl e fi nes a continuous linear functional on the algebra 
C(S) of all continuous functions on 5‘. Hence (F. Riesz) there exists a unique 
regular Bore1 probability distribution p on S which we call the convolution 
of p, and p, and denote by p, * pa , satisfying 
S,fW d(Px* Pz) (4 = Jsxsf(XY) dPd4 dP,(Y). 
We shall denote p*p by p(*), and in general the nth convolution p*p* +*a *p 
by pen). A probability distribution p on S will be called idempotent (or stable) 
ifp -pp. (2) - 
Let p be a probability distribution on S. As usual the spectrum (or support) 
of p is defined to be the set of all points s E S such that for any open set E 
containing s, p(E) > 0. The spectrum is a closed set and will be denoted by 
E(p). Let H be the closed subsemigroup of S generated by Z(p). H is the 
smallest closed subsemigroup of S containing X(p). The distribution p will 
be said to be proper on S if the closed subsemigroup generated by Z(p) is 
equal to S. By a coset of a closed subsemigroup H of S we mean a set of the 
form s,H or Hs,, s,, E S. 
Suppose there exists a matrix representation of S, 
of some degree n, , say. Let EI,I” : s -+ By)(s), s E G, be the representation 
of Gi induced by Do). Then for any probability distribution p we define 
D”‘(P) = ?D’:‘(P+) 
where 
D:“(pi) = I,, 06”(s) dp,(s) i = 1,2, ... . 
THEOREM 2. If there exists a matrix representation T)(~): s -+ W)(s), 
s E S, and p, , p, are two probability distributions on S, then 
D”‘(PI * PJ = D(‘)(P,) DTP,) 
We say that a sequence {Pi} of probability distributions on S converges to a 
probability distribution p on S if for every continuous function f on S 
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THEOREM 3. A necessary and sujkknt condition for the convergence of the 
sequence {p,} of probability distributions to a probability distribution p, is 
;i cY’(p,) = w&J, r=0,1,2;... 
THEOREM 4. Let {pi} be a sequence of probability distributions on 5’. If the 
sequence of characteristic matrices (C(r’(pj)} converges to a matrixCtr) = ((C$)) 
f& W(p,) = C(r), r = 0, 1,2, **I . 
then the sequence {pj} converges to a probability distribution p on S which has the 
matrices C(r), r = 0, 1, 2, **a as its characteristic matrices: C@) = C(r)(p), 
r = 0, 1, 2, *a* .
SECTION II 
Throughout this section we shall assume S to be compact and left simple with 
only a finite number of idempotents. It is known that if S is left simple then each 
idempotent is a right identity and that S is the disjoint union of groups 
{Gb}, where G, = e,S, e, being an idempotent. The groups are isomorphic 
to one another, and the isomorphism between any two groups G, and GB 
can be conveniently expressed by means of their respective identities e, 
and e,+ 
i 
Gp = esGa; G, = e,Gg 
if x,y~G, and x, y correspond to esx, cay E Gp , 
respectively, then xy corresponds to cdxr> = esx . w. 
These particular isomorphisms between the various groups (by premulti- 
plication by the appropriate idempotents) will be called the canonical iso- 
morphism between them. Since our assumption implies that there are only 
a finite number of these groups, let these be enumerated in any arbitrary way 
as Gi , G2, *a*, G, and we shall keep this enumeration fixed throughout this 
section. 
Before proceeding to the main theorems of this section we shall explain 
the process of constructing irreducible unitary matrix representations of the 
semigroup S, given such a representation of any one of the groups G, . Let 
D(O), D(l), 12)(2), . . . 
be the enumerably infinite collection containing all the mutually inequivalent 
irreducible unitary representations of all the groups G, , i = 1, 2, e-e, n. 
Each of these representations is then extended to the entire semigroup by 
means of the canonical isomorphisms between the various groups, as follows. 
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Suppose the representation Dcr) is originally given on the group G, . 
Then we extend it to any group G, (and hence to the entire semigroup) in 
the following way. Let x E G, . To x there corresponds a unique element 
x, E G, under the canonical isomorphism between G, and G@, i.e. x = e,+x, 
for a unique x, E G, . Suppose D(r) : x + D(‘)(x), x E G, . Then we de&e 
a(+“) on Gfl (for any 8) by: 
5Sr) : x + Dc’)(xJ = Dcr)(e,x) 
where x, is the unique x, E G, such that x = e,+xa. Naturally D(‘)(e& = 
D(‘)(e,) = I, the identity matrix. Having thus defined D(V) on the entire 
semigroup S we easily verify that it is a representation. We then obtain the 
following result as a consequence of the Peter-Weyl theorem ([7]) and the 
results of Section I. 
THEOREM 1. For any probability distribution p on S, p*m, = m,*p = m, . 
We next proceed to the main theorems of this section. Theorem 2 is the 
analogue of Theorem 8 (2) and Theorem 3 the analogue of Theorem 8 (1) of 
Ito and Kawada for compact groups [l]. 
THEOREM 2. Let p be proper in S. If the spectrum Z(p) is not contained 
in any coset sO H or Hs, of any closed subsemigroup H of S, then 
lim p(j) = m8 
Gm 
where m, is a uniform distribution on S. 
PROOF. We utilize the proof of the corresponding result for compact 
groups, obtained by Ito and Kawada. Let p be as in the statement of the 
theorem. Let f be any continuous function on S, and fi be the restriction 
off to Gi so fi is continuous on G, . Then by the definition of pc2) 
J‘,fN Pc2Y4 = j,,,fW, ~(4 pW 
= 2 2 j, xG.fi(4 Pdds) PAdS’) 
‘ 1 
= 2 P(GJ j fi(S) (Pi * P) (ds) z Gi 
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where p,*p is dejined to be the probability distribution on Gi induced by the 
linear functional 
(F. Riesz). Similarly 
j,fS, P’3’(4 = 7 P(G) jG,fi(s) (pi * P * P) (4 
* 
where p,*p*p is defined to be the probability distribution on Gi induced by 
the linear functional 
In general, 
where we define 
pi*p***.*p 
m times 
to be the probability distribution on Gi induced by the linear functional 
Next let z)tr) : s -+ D(r)(s), s E S be the vth representation in the above 
mentioned sequence of irreducible continuous unitary representations of S. 
Taking the function Dtr)(s) instead off we find 
j 
s 
D’r’(s)p’“‘(ds) = z p(G,) l,, D”‘(s) (pd * p * a.- * p) (ds) 
z I m times 
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where 
If we increase m indefinitely we find that since there are only a finite number 
of groups in S, a typical term in the above sum will contain at least one matrix 
D”)(pj,/p(Gj,)) infinitely often. Now our hypothesis about p implies that 
for any i, p,/p(G,) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 8 (2) of [l]. Hence 
(cf. [l], p. 9881) the eigenvalues of each D(r)(p,/p(G,)) are in absolute value 
less than 1. Further, each such matrix is unitarily equivalent to a triangular 
matrix with eigenvalues in the main diagonal and O’s below the main diagonal. 
It follows that 
x D(r) c$$) D(‘) tp+) .‘. D(r) [&) 
tends to 0 as m -+m. By Theorem 5 of [l] we conclude that for each 
i = I, ..a, n 
pi 
P(G) * ’ * 
... *p +mGi 
in times 
where m,, is the uniform distribution on G with mGi(Gi) = 1. Hence for our 
given probability distribution p on S, 
jdrn’ + 2 p(G,) mGi . 
i=l 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As a result complementary to Theorem 2 we prove the following 
(cf. Theorem 8 (1) of Cl]). 
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THEOREM 3. Let the regular Bore1 probability distribution p be proper in S, 
and suppose the spectrum Z(p) is contained in a coset Hs, of a closed subsemi- 
group H of S. Then the closed subsemigroup generated by Hs, is S. For any 
Bore1 set E C H, we have 
k~ p(*)(Es;) = m,(E). 
PROOF. 
ii(‘) 
The proof is analogous to the proof in the group case. Let 
e , --a, e %:, (hj + 0 mod 27i) be those characteristic roots of D(‘)(p) 
which have absolute value 1. Then we can choose unitary matrices U, 
(r = 1, 2, me*) such that 
where the square matrix A, has no characteristic root with absolute value 1. 
Clearly 
where 
D!r,(s) = U;l lJ’+‘(s) q , q(r) 3 
being the representation Dcr) considered as a representation of Gj . We - - 
shall denote the elements of D(r)(p) by d$(p), and those of Dc7)(s) by 
d%)(s). Let F be the collection of all the elements s of S for which 
d,;)(s) = edr’, i = 1, ..*, m7; r = 1, 2, ... 
and let H be the collection of all the elements s for which 
d;;)(s) = 1, i = 1, ..., m,; r = 1,2, *-- . 
Then it is clear that His a closed subsemigroup of S, and that His a disjoint 
union of groups: 
H= cfLj 
where each Ha, is a subgroup of the corresponding group Ga,. Further, 
Hs,, = F, and the spectrum Z(p) is contained in F = Hs, . 
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Now let p’(E) be defined by p’(E) = p(Es,). Then L’(p’) is contained in H. 
As before we denote by pi the restriction of p’ to Haj . The proof of Ito and 
Kawada [ 1, p. 9901 for the group case implies that 
where mH is the uniform distribution on Ha, . Thereafter, using the same 
argumenti’as in the proof of the last theorem, we conclude that 
lim p ‘(n) = m 
N+m H = 2 PGJ mHaj 7 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
As a side result of the proof of the last theorem, we get the following 
corollary. With the same hypotheses and notation as in Theorem 3, our 
assumption that p is proper on S implies that the closed subsemigroup 
generated by Hs,, is S. As a consequence, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY. The semigroup of “right cosets” {Ha},, is abelian. 
SECTION III 
In this section we will assume that S is compact and simple, and we shall 
turn to the problem of determining the nature of an idempotent measure on 
such a semigroup. Theorem 1 is already known, and a probabilistic proof 
(M. Rosenblatt) is about to appear in print (elsewhere). However, we shall 
give two nonprobabilistic proofs here. 
According to A. D. Wallace [2] 
S = (Se n E) . eSe . (eS n E), 
E being the set of idempotents of S and e being any arbitrary element of E. 
Further, he has shown that S is algebraically and topologically isomorphic 
with the Cartesian product T x X x Y, where T stands for the group eSe, 
X for eS n E. The semigroup product in T x X x Y is defined by the rule 
(6 x, y) . (t’, x’, y’) = by’t’, x’, Y) 
where t, t’ E T; x, x’ E E; y, y’ E Y. In Theorem 1 below we shall identify S 
with such a Cartesian product semigroup, the multiplication being as defined 
above. 
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THEOREM 1. Let S be compact and simple, and let p be an idempotent 
regular Bore1 probability distribution on S with Z(p) = S. Then on the product 
Boreljeld 9’(T) x 3?(X) x 3?(Y) p is a product measure 
p=m,xax/3 
where mT is the uniform distribution (i.e., Haar measure on T with mT( T) = 1, 
and 01, /? are regular Bore1 probability distributions on X, Y respectively. 
PROOF. Let f be any real continuous function on S. Take e, to be a 
fixed idempotent in S. Define, for all s E S, 
g(s) = /sf(sd P(4) 
The continuous function gl(s) has a maximum at a point s,, E S. By virtue 
of the fact that p is idempotent it follows easily that 
gdso) = g&J for all s E s, 
hence 
dwd = dwl) for all s E s. 
Denote the point s,,el by b, . Then we have just shown that g is constant at all 
the points sb, , s E S. These points, together with the point b, , form a minimal 
left ideal 
Lb0 = Sb, v  b, 
(cf. [3, p. 1641) which is contained in Se, . Since Se, itself is a minimal left 
ideal, therefore 
Lb0 = Se, . 
Hence g is constant on Se, . Therefore 
s E s. 
The equation (1) is true for any real continuous function f on S and any 
idempotent e, E S. Now the regularity of p implies that for any open set 0 
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where .F = [flf . is a continuous function on S, 0 <f < 1, and f = 0 
outside 01. Hence by (l), if 0 is any open set and e, any idempotent we obtain 
p(Oe;l) = p(Oe;ls-l) for all SES (2) 
where we define, for any set A C S and any s E S 
As-l = [s’ 1 s’s E A]. 
Take 0 = A x B x C, where A, B, C are open Baire sets in L&T), 
L%(X), 9(Y) respectively. If B is nonempty, then since B C eSn E, there 
exists an idempotent e, E B. For any such e, 
and hence 
Oe;l = A x X x C 
p(Oe;l) = p(A x X x C). (3) 
On the other hand, choosing s = (to, e, , e), where t, is any element of T, 
we find 
p(Oe;kl) = p(At,l x X x C). (4) 
From (2), (3), and (4) we find that for any fixed set C pa, 
p(A x X x C) = m,(A) m,(C) (5) 
where mT is Haar measure on T, and m,(C) = p( T x X x C). 
Next we re-examine Eq. (2). The set of points {sei}sss, where e, E B, is the 
set of all points of S whose second coordinate belongs to B. Hence (2) implies 
that for any point s = (t, e, , e2) such that e, E B 
p((A x B x C) s-l) = m,(A) . m,(C). (6) 
Next, it can be shown that, since p is idempotent 
~(0 = P@)(P) = j-xScp(ss’) p(ds) p(ds’) 
= p(Ps-l) p(ds) 
s s 
(7) 
for any Baire set P C S, c,(e) denoting the characteristic function of P. 
Take P = A x B x C where A, B, C are open Baire sets of g(T), J%(X), 
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Zf?(Y) respectively. Then (7) implies that 
p(A x B x C) = m,(A) . m,(B) m,(C) (8) 
where m,(B) - p( T x B x Y). A reference to Halmos [8, p. 229, Theo- 
rem 52.H] completes the proof. 
REMARK. Another proof of the last theorem will be given following the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
NOTATION. Throughout the rest of this section we shall also frequently 
use the following notation. Si , 5’; shall denote, respectively, an arbitrary 
minimal right ideal and an arbitrary minimal left ideal in S, and Gdj shall 
denote the maximal Group: Gii = Si * S; or Sin Si * Ei , Ej’ , Eij shall 
denote sets lying in Si , Sj’ , Gij respectively. Points lying in Si , Sj’ , Gij 
shall be denoted by xi , yj , adj etc. If p is a measure on S, then pi , pj , pi3 
shall denote the restrictions of p to Si , Sj’ , Gij respectively. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be compact and simple with at most an enumerable 
number of idempotents. Let p be an idempotent regular Bore1 probability measure 
on S with z(p) = S. Then p is invariant measure on each group Gij . 
PROOF. Let fi be any continuous function on Si. Then the integral 
7 js xs f&wd dPi(xi) dPj(yf) 
I f 
is meaningful, since Xiyj always belongs to Si . Hence this integral defines a 
continuous linear functional on the ideal Si , and therefore induces a regular 
Bore1 measure qi on Si . It is easy to show that qi is identical with pi on Si , 
For any i 
SsiAG) 4dXd = T J, ,,,fdWj) dPd4 dPdYj)* 
‘ 2 
Taking a continuous function f on S and fi its restriction to S+ , we find that 
z / fdxi) 4,(x,) = 2 2 J” fi(xiYj) dPi(Xt) dPj(yj)* 
i SC i i sixs* 
Denote by q the measure on S, the restriction of which to S, is qi . Then the 
left side of the last equation equals Jsf(x) 4(x) while the right side equals 
j, f(x) dp(x) (by virtue of the idempotence of p), It follows that q is identical 
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with p on S. In particular, for any continuous function fi on Si , we obtain 
Now define for any continuous function fi on Si 
gi(Y) = Js,fi(xiYl dPi(xi)l YE s. 
1 
Then the continuous function g, has a maximum at a point h, say, in S, and 
hence 
g,(h) = j”s ,.fiW) dPi(xi) 
I 
= 2 J” fdxiY&) dPi(xi) dPkY$) 
j S,XSj 
= z j gi(Yjh) dPdYj). 
i sj 
It follows that 
g,(h) = g&h), yj E sj , j = 1, 2, -a-. 
Then again using the technique of proof of the last theorem we find that for 
any idempotent ecr 
I, ,.fdxieJ dP44 = S,. f@iYed dPdxi>, y E s. 
I * 
Next let Gij = Si - Sj . Then it is easily seen (by virtue of the idempotence 
of p on S) that for any continuous function f on Gij 
Let z be any arbitrary point of Gij . Then 
j$xz) dP,&) = ~s,,sf(W) dPf(x) dPi(J’) 
* I 
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And similarly 
This shows that pij is Haar measure on Gij . This completes the proof. 
ALTERNATIVE PROOF OF THEOREM 111.1. We can give another proof of 
111.1, based on Theorem 111.2, which incidentally does not make any use of 
111.1. 
The hypothesis of III. 1 implies that the measure p on S is nonzero on no 
more than a countable number of the groups GoLs. Let A, B, C be sets in 
B(T), g(X), B(Y) respectively. Then for e, E C, el E B, and any t, E T, 
This can be seen as follows. Suppose e2 is the identity of the group GDj C Se, 
and suppose e, is the identity of the group Gi, C es. Now since Gi, * Goj = 
Gcj = eSe, there must exist elements xia E Gi, , yBj E Gpj , such that 
xiayDj = e, e being the identity of the group Gij. Then it is easy to see that 
yBjxill is idempotent and is hence the identity of the group GsjGia . It follows 
that the mappings: A C Gii 7 A + Ye&ia C GB~; & C Gpa 9 
A,, --f xicrAgbyBj C Gij; are isomorphisms of the groups Gij and Gpar . 
Then, denoting by eBa the identity of the group GDn , we see that (A C Gij) 
and 
e,At& = (yi;ile& . (y,Ax, . ybjti’xia) . (ep,xzGi). 
Since y$es, E GBa , and also eB,x;J E GsDl, and we proved in III.2 that p 
reduces to Haar measure on each maximal group GA, C S, it follows that 
2%&d = P(YgiAxiu.) 
p(+%14 = P[b,dW . (Y,&tldI 
= PIY@jAXial. 
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That is to say, 
This is true for each e2 E Se, and for each e, E es. Hence for any sets A, B, C 
in g(T), g(X), g(Y), respectively, we have for any t, E T 
p(A x B x C) = p(At,1 x B x C) 
i.e., for fixed sets B Ed, c EL@Y), p(A x B x C) is Haar measure on 
the sets A E a(T). Hence 
p(A x B x C) = m,(A) - m(B x C) 
where +(a) is Haar measure on T with m,(T) = 1, and 
m(B x C) d~f p( T x B x C). 
Hence p is a product measure: p = mT x m, where mT is Haar measure 
on T and m is a regular probability measure on a(X) x g(Y). 
Now let fi , fi , f3 be continuous functions on T, X, Y, respectively. Then 
by virtue of idempotence of p, we find 
where we have put, for B E&?(X), C ~3?( Y), ml(B) = m(B x Y) and 
mz(C) = m(X x C). Now using a Stone-Weierstrass argument, the theorem 
follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let S be us in the hypothesis of Theorem 2 and let p be a 
probability measure on S which reduces to Haar measure on each group Gii . 
Then p is idempotent on S. 
PROOF. The proof will be obtained through several lemmas. We shall 
first prove that p@) itself reduces to Haar measure on each group Gij . It 
will then follow that ~15) = kijpij, and the constant kij will be proved to 
be equal to 1. 
7 
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LEMMA 1. Let p and S be as in the statement of the Theorem. Let 
Gij = Si - Sj’ where St = eS and Sj = Se, e being the identity of the group 
Gi, . Then for any Bore1 set Ej C Sj and any zij E Gij , 
p;(E;zi;,l) = p;(E;). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. The proof follows by making use of the canonical 
isomorphisms that exist between the distinct groups GPj in Si . In fact if 
Gej , Gpsj are two distinct groups of Si , and e B, es* their respective identities, 
then 
esGpj = G pj. 
Now let Ei C Si and let Ei = Es Eij, where Esj = Ein GDj, the B’s 
running over the set which gives us all the distinct groups GBj in Sj . 
Let Zij E Gij . Then 
p;(E;z;l) = g p;(E;&). 
Now (E,&/) C Gp, . Hence 
p;(E;&) = pBj(E;&). 
Also 
(Eipi;:l)i = (Eij(epij)-l)j . 
Therefore 
P$+$ = pjjCE;lj (e,+$-‘1 
= P;JE;Z) 
where “(eszir)- 1” denotes the actual inverse of es+ in GDj . Also we used 
here the fact that psi is Haar measure on Gflj . This proves that 
This proves Lemma 1. 
p;(E;@ = P;(E;) 
LEMMA 2. Let p and S be as in the statement of Theorem 3. Then 
P t2) reduces to Haar measure on each group Gij 
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PROOF. By definition of p (21, it follows that for any continuous function f 
on Gij 
Then for any point x E Gii 
= 
f 
where g(y) = &J(xy) d@,(x). Using L emma 1, the right side of the equation 
is seen to be equal to 
This shows that pc2) reduces to Haar measure on each group Gij . 
LEMMA 3. Let p and S be as in the statement of Theorem 3. Then for 
every continuous function f on S and for every idempotent e E S 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. First let e be the identity of the group Gij . Then 
for anyyES 
= s Gij f(xr4 4d4, 
where we used the fact that the element eye belongs to Gjj . Next let eale 
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be the identity of the group Garb = S, * Sj . Also let e be the identity of Gij . 
Then 
for any y E S, where we used the fact that the element eye@ belongs to G, . 
The right side of the last equation equals jGi,f(Xijyeag) U&~(X), This proves(i), 
Similarly (ii). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 COMPLETED. From the definition of p(*) it follows 
that for any continuous function f on Si 
s,,fW dPi2’(4 = j-xsf(sy) dPi(4 dP(Y). 
I 1 
Hence 
Similarly 
p:*‘(Si) = pi(Si)* 
p;*“(s;) = p,‘(S,‘). 
Next, we note that we proved in Lemma 2 that pj;’ is Haar measure on 
the group Gij . Alsopij is Haar measure on Gij . Hence 
pi;' zz kijpij 
where kij is a positive constant. We have to show that k<j = 1. 
From Lemma 3 it follows that for every continuous function f on S, and 
for every idempotent e E S 
and similarly 
Now let f be a continuous function on S such that 0 < f < 1, and f = 0 
outside Gij . It follows that if e is the identity of the group Gi3 , then for 
this function f 
(*I 
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For, if we define 
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max {.f(=%f(4) on siv s; 
elsewhere 
then clearly max {f(xe), f(ex)] = v( xe ) and also max (f(xe), f(ex)> = v(ex). 
The equation (*) for such functionsf then implies that the total p-measure 
on Si v Si equals the total p@)-measure on St V S; , i.e., 
p(S, v s;, = pysi v s;,. 
We proved before that 
Pi(&) = Pj2Wi), 
pi@;) = p,‘““(SJ. 
Therefore it follows that 
p(S, f-7 s;, = pysi n s;,, 
that is, pij(Gtj) = p$‘(G,,). H ence kij = 1 where kii is the constant define 
above. Thuspf2) = p. This proves the theorem. 
NOTE. Since the completion of this paper, the author has been informed that a 
proof of TheoremIII.l has been published by J. S. Pym [9], and also that Theorem 11.1 
in a stronger form was announced by S. Schwartz [lo]. The author was unaware of 
these publications at the time the present paper was completed. The author is also 
indebted to Prof. F. V. Atkinson and to Prof. M. Rosenblatt for critical remarks. 
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